Rescue or Reunite?
Turtles

Rescue!
Has the turtle been injured or appear ill?

-Check the top and bottom of the shell for any
cracks or missing pieces.
Yes

Put the turtle in a secure box in a
warm, dark, and quiet place and
immediately contact your local
licensed wildlife rehabilitator.

No

Was the turtle found in the road?

Yes

No

The turtle is not in need of any care. Leave
the turtle where he/she was found. Be sure
to supervise pets when in that area.
-Turtles are territorial and should not be
relocated
-Turtles do not receive any parental care.
Healthy turtles of any age that have not
been injured, even if very small, do not
need to be rescued.

Move the turtle across the road in the direction he/she was
headed.
-Turtles are territorial and should not be relocated.
-Turtles do not receive any parental care. Healhty turtles of
any age that have not been injured, even if very small, do not
need to be rescued.
Congratulations, you just saved a turtle!

WILDCAREOKLAHOMA.ORG

405-872-9338

FACEBOOK.COM/WILDCAREOKLAHOMA

7601-84th St

Open 9am-7pm every day

Noble, OK 73068

Did you Know…?


A turtle’s shell is made of bone and in some places is attached to the spine



The most common reasons for injuries to turtles are being hit by cars, attacked by dogs,
and lawn care accidents. Be prepared to help by keeping a towel and box in your car!



While turtles are common in the pet trade, it is illegal to keep a wild-found turtle as a pet



Baby turtles do not receive any parental care, and are completely independent immediately following hatching.

Capture and Transport
Unless the turtle is clearly critically injured, always confirm with a licensed wildlife rehabilitator that the animal does in fact require rescue before capturing/transporting the animal.
Prepare a container for transport by putting a towel in the bottom of a secure box with a lid
or a pet carrier. Next, wearing a pair of gloves, carefully place the turtle into your prepared
container.
Keep the contained turtle in a warm, dark, and quiet place such as a garage, away from pets
and human activity, and transport to a local wildlife rehabilitator as soon as possible. Efficient
response to the wildlife emergency will increase the chance for a successful recovery. Drive
safely with your precious cargo!

